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Can you dream? Sunny and fresh EM with spherical E-guitars, the right relaxing music to drive on long

highways or to listen to it for dreaming, thinking or chilling. Gutsofdarkness, Canada: A rather strange

Carlos Santana doing EM. 12 MP3 Songs in this album (77:09) ! Related styles: EASY LISTENING:

Space Age Pop, ELECTRONIC: Ambient People who are interested in Ashra Double Fantasy Santana

should consider this download. Details: Can you dream? Then The Secret Of Dreamin is the right music

for you. Sunny and fresh Electronic Music with spherical E-guitars, the right relaxing music to drive on

long highways or to listen to it for dreaming, thinking or chilling. (BlueMangoCafe, USA, Sept.2006 wrote)

Catchy grooves and melodies merge in easily accessible trancey songs sure to once again break

categorization. The new album feels more retro than some would hope (the project's genesis was after all

being "innovative" in its sound) with retro gear, rhythms and sounds present throughout. (Gutsofdarkness,

Canada, Oct.2006 wrote) A rather strange Carlos Santana doing EM. The duo "Double Fantasy" was a

successful project in the late 80s. The man behind "Double Fantasy" was the German EM musician

Robert Schroeder. The track "Heartbreaker" of first album "Universal Ave." reached the US charts in the

late 80s. A new musically style was born which was called "Californian groove", romantic Electronic Music

with dreamy and spherical E-guitar lines. Robert Schroeder has renamed his duo "Double Fantasy" into

"Food For Fantasy". The CD The Secret Of Dreamin is the first release under new name in 2006. "Food

For Fantasy" plays dreamy synthesizer music with a typical easy groove, just the right to drive on long

highways or to listen to where ever you want. The Secret Of Dreamin means what the music open, good

smooth relaxing music with the feeling of freedom, freshness and satisfaction. The music from "Food For

Fantasy" is composed and recorded in session work. A few nights long the duo "Dreamstar" and "Phil

Molto" improvise a lot of music. The results are post-produced by Robert Schroeder. This production way

offers you a very relaxed and colourful music, it offers you The Secret Of Dreamin. Enjoy it. first

publication: Double Fantasy "Universal Ave." (1986) new CD from Food For Fantasy "Fruits Of Fantasy"

(2008) look also for releases by ROBERT SCHROEDER (the man behind "Food For Fantasy")
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